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SWEETS hotel opens sumptuous oasis in the heart of Amsterdam
‘Amstelschutsluis’ available for bookings from September 20th
Amsterdam, September 4th 2018 – On the 20th of September, SWEETS hotel officially opens its most exceptional and
luxurious hotel suite: Amstelschutsluis. This historic bridge house from 1673, with a magnificent view of the Skinny
Bridge, is only reachable by boat.

Available to book from the 20th of September, only on SWEETS hotel’s website: a night on an exclusive island in the river
Amstel, right in the heart of Amsterdam. Once arrived at this hotel room, life seems to reduce itself to only one wish: to stay
here forever.
Renovation with history in mind
Bridge house Amstelschutsluis is located on top of the middlemost island of sluice complex ‘Amstelsluizen’, a national
monument and an important water gateway into Amsterdam. During the interior design process, SWEETS hotel and the
architects of Space&Matter drew their inspiration from the historical style of the building. The inner shutters and cabinet are
created in line with the 17th century, the walls are lined with linen and new panelling was placed. For almost a year, skilled
craftsmen made every effort to finalize Amstelschutsluis down to the smallest detail.
Romantic exclusivity
The idyllic location of Amstelschutsluis is complemented with an interior aiming for a maximum of comfort and convenience.
A professional kitchen is installed where, if desired, a chef can prepare dinner or breakfast. Floor heating is installed
underneath the typical Dutch tiles and the bathroom is equipped with a rain shower. Should the guests however wish to
explore the neighbourhood, a private captain is available 24/7 to sail them back and forth. Combining the historic
environment in the heart of Amsterdam, the comfortable interior and the high level of service, a night at bridge house
Amstelschutsluis is an unparalleled experience.
1 hotel, 28 bridge houses
SWEETS hotel is an innovative hotel concept for everyone who wants to experience Amsterdam from a bridge, with the city
as your hotel lobby. The bridge houses are the perfect starting point to discover hidden gems in a most likely unknown
neighbourhood. The 28 iconic bridge houses, connected through canals, form an ode to Amsterdam and accentuate the
importance of water for this former trading town. SWEETS hotel is a new experience for both tourists and locals.
SWEETS hotel Amstelschutsluis officially opens on the 20th of September 2018. From that day, bookings are made
exclusively on www.sweetshotel.amsterdam. Prices start at €1200 a night, including a full breakfast, a filled fridge
and four crossings with SWEETS hotel’s captain. Week price from €7500.

About SWEETS hotel
SWEETS hotel is an initiative and co-creation of Amsterdam-based architects Space&Matter (well known for De Ceuvel in Amsterdam),
project development partner Grayfield and Seven New Things (Suzanne Oxenaar and Otto Nan, founders of Lloyd Hotel & Cultural Embassy
– world’s first 1 to 5 star hotel – and Hotel The Exchange).
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